
PE-Athletics 

To perform basic technique for effective running. 

To replicate a sprinting technique and relay skills. 

To replicate a general technique for throwing, 

To replicate the technique for effective distance jump-

ing. 

PE– Cricket 

To develop overarm and underarm bowling accuracy. 

To develop batting accuracy and directional batting. 

To develop catching and wicket keeping skills. 

To develop a variety of fielding techniques. 

PE– Dance 

To move imaginatively to a piece of music. 

To work cooperatively in a small group, 

To express feelings of excitement, fear, curiosity 

through movement and devise a sequence of  

movements to tell a story. 

Maths 

(Continue Data handling and fraction and angles 

work from Spring2).Number and Place Value, Addi-

tion, Subtraction, Multiplication, Fractions, Decimals, 

Percentages, Ratio and Proportion, Algebra, Meas-

ures, Geometry - Properties of Shapes, Position and  

Direction, Statistics. 

Music  

To consolidate low D 

To compose using notes learnt. 

To perform their composition to an audience. 

 

 

 

 

  

Topic—History, Geography and Art/DT 

GEOGRAPHY– The Rainforest– To mark on a map where in the world rainforests are lo-

cated. To identify features of rainforests such as climate, animals, plants,     people. To 

learn about the layers of the rainforest. To locate and name the equator and tropic of 

Capricorn and cancer on a world map and learn what they are. To use   secondary sources 

of information to gather evidence and knowledge about the     rainforest. To ask geo-

graphical questions. 

 

HISTORY-(finish Egyptians) To understand flood cycles of the Nile  and their impor-

tance to farming. To understand that the Ancient Egyptians believed in the afterlife. To 

learn about the process of mummification. To learn about Ancient Egyptian Gods, 

 

 The Romans– To examine sources and evidence from artefacts in order to make deduc-

tions about Roman life. To understand where The Romans came in a history timeline. To 

learn about aspects of Ancient Roman life. 

 

 

Science –Light and shadow(including investigation 

skills). 

To recognise that light is needed in order to see 

things and that dark is the absence of light. 

To notice that light is reflected from surfaces. 

To recognise that light from the sun can be  

dangerous and that there are ways to protect our 

eyes. 

To recognise that shadows are formed when the light 

from a light source  is blocked by a solid object. 

To find patterns in the way that the size of shadows 

change. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

English 

The Firework Makers Daughter– Adventure and 

Mystery. 

Information texts. 

 

PSHCE/Seal– Childrens Rights/ Safety Substance. 

To understand that they have rights 

To recognise the responsibilities that come with their rights. 

To understand that school rules about health and safety are for their benefit. 

To understand the importance of a healthy lifestyle and to choose not to take illegal drugs. 

To talk and write about their opinions and explain views on issues that affect themselves 

and society. 

ICT-Desktop publishing 

To combine text and graphics to create printed documents. 

To use a range of paint tools to create pictures independently. 

To use text boxes, images and shapes to create a document. 

To resize text and images to suit the purpose. 

To change font style and alignment within a text. 

To be able to use preset formats to create a range of documents. 

To practice touch typing. 

RE– Religion in the local community/places of worship. 

To understand that church is a community of Christians from 

all races and nationalities. 

To find our what church leaders do in the community. 

To learn about some of the ways in which people express their 

Christian beliefs and values in the local community 

To talk about their thoughts and feelings about belonging to a 

group or having a belief in God. 

To be aware that Christian behavior is based on beliefs about 

God and on the teachings of Jesus.. 

 

 

Down in the  
Jungle where  
nobody goes.... 

Summer 1 Year 3 

French– En Famille  

 

To reinforce knowledge of colours. 

To learn French words for the weather. 

To learn words for items in a pencil case. 

To learn French words for members of the family. 

 

 

 

 

 
 


